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funded by the European Commission under the European
H2020 Research and Innovation Program and coordinated by
PNO Consultants. UTILE analyses all finished Health projects
within FP7 and H2020 and identifies the research results with
the highest potential for further valorisation and exploitation.
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UTILE focuses on sustainable exploitation of the identified
research results by early involvement of both demand
(innovation developers) and supply (innovation providers)
sides. The online marketplace encourages and promotes
dialog and collaboration between innovation developers and
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innovation providers.

The valorisation platform for FP7 Health
and H2020 SC1 research results
Are you involved in R&D, business development or
commercialisation activities within the life sciences and health

CONTACT US

sector? Then read on, because we are developing an online
marketplace which can facilitate your valorisation activities and
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help you broaden your network! The UTILE project is
interesting for all players within the life sciences sector.

Lieke Gerris at
Lieke.gerris@pnoconsultants.com
and +31 6 22707585
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What does the UTILE Marketplace
offer you?

#1 VALIDATOR for innovation PROVIDERS
where to find financial means?
which partnerships should I engage in?
how to develop a prototype?
how to obtain a proof of principle?

UTILE is an ideal platform for actors within the life sciences
and health sector to collaborate with each other, to find

The road from promising research results and innovations
to commercialisation is full of challenges

The road to commercialisation is full of challenges for researchers and innovators with either promising research results, ground-breaking

clustered information, and to have an overview of promising
research results that went through extensive evaluation.

ideas or even proof-of- concept. Focussing on data from FP7-Health and H2020-SC1 projects combined with other health related projects,

Both innovation providers and developers are invited to

UTILE facilitates finding new partnering possibilities and additional financial means to perform the next research or development step(s).

register on the platform, and will be categorised accordingly. In
daily automated runs, potentially interesting project results will

#2 BUSINESS CATALYSER for innovation DEVELOPERS

be pushed to registered members with a matching profile.
Research results will be clustered to ensure clear and
defragmented information. The marketplace therefore acts as
one-stop-shop for all types of valorisation activities, such as

Information is fragmented
Business development is time-consuming
Supply is not sensitive of your demands

partnering opportunities, research opportunities, and business

It’s not always easy for business developers to find
promising new research or business opportunities

opportunities. The marketplace will contain additional
information, such as European patents and scientific articles.

Entrepreneurs, business developers or investors within the field of life sciences, experience difficulties finding relevant research or business
opportunities efficiently. With the UTILE marketplace, these actors can see their opportunities for new business or research grow. UTILE

In short: the UTILE marketplace is the place for you and your

defragments research results by clustering complementary results and involves the industry in an early stage of project evaluation, making

valorisation activities!

the marketplace sensitive to market demand and enabling it to match supply and demand accordingly.

UTILE

Screening and evaluation
of FP7 H2020 projects

The UTILE impact

The ‘UTILE way’

UTILE impacts professionals in the Life Sciences & Health sector through:

Use the huge amount of data and expertise, activated by the
EU-programs, through:

Development of a Marketplace, promoting EU FP7 Health and H20202
SC1 project outcomes.

evaluation of 1200 European subsidized projects

Stimulation of in- and out- licensing activity from TTOs, SMEs, and large
pharmaceutical companies.

development of an online valorisation marketplace

Identification of innovative and sustainable business models of the
marketplace.

facilitate and catalyse valorisation of innovations

Identification and promotion of scientific discoveries and value-adding
strategies.

sustainable innovation and business strategy
recommendations to the European Commission

Selection of promising research
results & innovations
Projects challenged against industrial
experts committee

Join
the marketplace
as innovation
provider
Innovation Providers

UTILE Marketplace
One-Stop-Shop
Partnering opportunities
Research opportunities
Business opportunities
Clustered information

New Collaborations
Further research
Further development
Further commercialisation

Join
the marketplace
as innovation
developer
Innovation Developers

